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171 Total Attempts Questions: 4839 Homework School Career Science Statistics Changes Secondary Tooth decay, Periodontal Disease and Injury Can Be Illustrated by Dental X-Rays Which of the following electrons has the greatest binding energy? What type of electrical charge carries an electron Positive or negative
charge What term describes two or more atoms that are connected by a chemical bond Which of the following describes ionization? An atom that loses an electron atom with an equal number of protons and electrons What term describes the process by which unstable atoms are subjected to spontaneous dissintification
in an attempt to reach a more balanced nuclear state? Which of the following is not a type of particulate matter radiation? Which of the following is not a type of electromagnetic radiation? Which of the following statements is incorrect? Speed Speed Wave Wave Distance distance between waves Frequency the number
of wavelengths that pass a given point in a certain amount of time Frequency and wavelength back related Which of the following statements is wrong? X-rays traveling at the speed of sound X-rays can not be focused on the point Which of the following statements is correct? X-rays are a form of electromagnetic
radiation; Visible light no X-rays have more energy than visible light X-rays have a longer wavelength than visible light X-rays travel slower than visible light Which of the following is used to increase voltage in the high voltage chain Which of the following does not occur when the high voltage chain is activated? The
device produces an audible and visible signal Electrons produced in the cathode are accelerated through the tube so that the anode of X-rays travel from thread to target Which of the following is the place where thermal radiation occurs? Which of the following places is X-rayed? Which of the following data accounts for
70% of all X-ray energy generated in the anode? Which of the following occurs only at 70 kW/s or higher and makes up a very small portion of the X-rays produced in the dental X-ray machine? Which of the following describes the primary radiation? The radiation that comes out of the tubehead radiation that is created
when X-rays come into contact with the matter of radiation, which has been deviated from its way of interaction with matter Which of the following describes the scattering of radiation? Radiation that comes out of tubular radiation, which is more penetrating than primary radiation, which was deviated from its path by
interacting with matter Which of the following types of scattering occurs most often with dental X-rays? In dental radiography, the quality of the X-ray beam is monitored: Source to receptor distance To determine range For most dental X-ray machines: Higher kiloelectrogi produces X-rays with: Identify the unit of
measurement used to describe the amount of electric current flowing through an X-ray Radiation is produced with a high kiloelectrogenic results in: Less penetrating radiation Dental Care National Council (DANB) offers the Radiation Health and Safety (RHS) Exam as a way for candidates to demonstrate their experience
about appropriate safety procedures for taking X-rays. Many states require certification in order for a dental assistant to provide this service, but even in states that do not require it, having it will give you a clear advantage over other applicants and potentially qualify for a higher salary. RHS Research GuideRHS
Flashcards You can register online, by mail or fax at any time. You will be able to choose the most convenient date, time and location for the test, as the test is offered continuously throughout the year at any approved Pearson VUE test center throughout the United States. There will be an exam fee of $250 that you have
to pay at the time of registration. How long does the test take? You will have a total of 75 minutes to complete all the questions. There will also be a 5 minute tutorial at the beginning and a 5 minute comment section after the exam is over. In addition to the time allotted for the test, you must also schedule your arrival at
least 15 minutes before you start registering and reviewing the testing center. You can also stay after asking any questions or discussing any issues you might have. So you should expect to spend at least two hours at the rhS Exam testing center.What topics are covered on the RHS exam? There are a total of 100
questions on the RHS exam, which will be divided almost equally between four areas of expertise: Exposure and Evaluation - 26 IssuesCommunication and EducationEvaluation Safety And Radiology Rules - 21 IssuesStory Area SafetyEr CorrectionSPreparation and Maintenance Automatic Processor SolutionsFilm
Processing ConditionsIndetified quality Assurance ProceduresLegal RequirementsOSHA ComplianceRadiation Safety for Patients and Operators - 31 Issues Identify the American Dental Association (ADA) guidelines for patient screening and minimizing radiation exposure. Understanding the rules of hazard
management and radiation protection in the operation of radiographic equipment. Understanding patient safety procedures and ways to provide adequate protection against radiation. Solving patients' problems (informed consent, patient rejection, etc.). We will demonstrate knowledge about appropriate protection and
safety measures for operators. Explain how to measure and observe radiation. Infectious Control - 22 Issues Of The Standard Precautions for EquipmentStandard Precautions for Patients and Operators The number of questions presented above is The actual number may vary slightly, but it's a close estimate that can
help you prioritize domains during training sessions. How was the exam scored? The test uses a computer-based adaptive testing method where a certain level of complexity is assigned to the question. Your first question will be at or around the level of medium difficulty. If you answer correctly, the next question you see
will be a little more difficult. If you answer incorrectly, the next question will be a little easier. Your score, then, will be a measure of the mid-level complexity of the questions you answered correctly. This bill will drop somewhere between 100 and 900. In order to pass, you must get a score of at least 400.What do I need to
study for an RHS exam? The good news is that this is something that all content is pulled from specific standards, guidelines and bodies of knowledge. The committee that creates the questions pulls out of a set of links that you can find on your website. As a dental assistant or student in a dental assistant educational
program, much of this content should be familiar to you. However, simply getting to know the material is not enough to pass the exam. You also need to develop your testing skills and learn to think about the material in the way that you need for the test. A Mometrix research guide can help with this. In addition to an
expert-created review of the content, it also provides a wide range of testing strategies and tips that you can use to make sure you perform your absolute best on the day of testing. This includes everything from specific techniques to approximating tricky questions to pre-testing training strategies to make sure you are
ready to ace that exam. You will also benefit from Mometrix Flashcards that come with guidelines for a proven research method, which is one of the best ways to prepare you for unique content-driven exam requirements like Radiation Health and Safety Exam.Radiation Health and Safety Examination Study
GuideRadiation Health and Safety GuideRadiation Health and Safety GuideMometrix Academy is a completely free resource provided by Mometrix Test Preparation. If you find the benefit of our efforts here, check out our high quality radiation health and safety study guide to take your training to the next level. Just click
on the guide to radiation health and safety below. Your purchase also helps us make even bigger, free content for test-takers. Update your training with our RHS and Flash Card Guide: Radiation Health and Flashcards Radiation Safety and Safety Guidelines And customers love Mometrix Academy's training videos,
which we have included in our Radiation Health and Safety Guide. The Radiation and Safety Guidelines, below, are examples of customer experience. I teach in both Dental Care Program. I am lecture on radiology to dental assistants and radiology laboratory to both dental assistants and dental hygienists. I found your
training guide extremely helpful to me while writing my lectures. It helped me focus on what was important and allowed me to deliver material in an organized manner that would help prepare the prepare Radiation Test Students.Radiation Health and Safety Study Guide - ChrisLove Books. I have been a dental assistant
for 7 years and finally want to pass the exam to be a certified RHS. This book gives an easy lecture on how to do X-rays, manual and automatic developmental processes, anomalies seen on X-rays, etc. The book covers everything you need to know. I'm very glad I bought this book. Motivated to pass the exam.
Radiation Health and Safety Study Guide - GaryYour's book is laid out very nicely and so helpful. It has a lot of important information in it that I think will really help prepare me for the exam. It is configured in such a way that things make sense and are easy to follow. I love having a practice exam and answers with an
explanation along with it. The keys to algae and strategy are also great. Another plus is the steps to study. Radiation Health and Safety Study Guide - Holly So far, I'm impressed. These books have very good information and get the information they need. I really like sample exams and then a full explanation of the
answer in the key answer. The most valuable! Thank you so much for outstanding useful information! Excellent job of putting the information together! Radiation Health and Safety Study Guide - JerreThis's book was great in helping me understand the importance of being safe by taking X-rays and helping me pass my
100% test! I loved the practical tests and how beautiful the book was laid out. It was very easy to understand and really helped me learn. Radiation Health and Safety Study Guide - DanielI likes the contents of the book because it's clear and goes straight to the point. Definitions are easy to read. Radiation Health and
Safety Study Guide - CarolineThis book helped me mentally prepare for the test because I was very nervous. There are some great clues and strategies for success, and it helped a lot to read more and make my schedule as well. Radiation Health and a guide to studying safety - JackI believe that the book is really good,
the book explains things very well and easily understand. Also, great tips for testing skills. Radiation Health and Safety Study Guide - HeylisLove this product, it gave me the boost I need to pass my RHS exam for the first time! Radiation Health and Safety Study Guide - AmandaI is studying for an exam and finding your
guide extremely useful and informative. I'm sure it'll help me get through. The ability to use a hands-on test and compare it to the answer and explanation sheets are perfect! Radiation health and a guide to study - CustomerI is learning from the RHS exam using this wonderful study guide right now. I really like and
appreciate that it condenses and concise, which saves me CHAS moving through/highlighting a massive tutorial. Radiation Health and Safety Study Guide - CustomerI failed my RHS test the first time I took it; after buying this study study and reading it every night for a week I passed the test and felt much more
confident. I would recommend it for sure and have already recommended it to one of my colleagues; she passed the test, too. Radiation Health and Safety Study Guide - Phil Mometrix Academy - Home by Mometrix Test Preparation: December 10, 2019 rhs exam study guide free. rhs exam study guide quizlet
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